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Abstract: Motivated by survey evidence that buy-side analysts consider material weakness in
internal controls over financial reporting (ICFR) to be a prominent red flag of intentional
managerial manipulation of the firm’s financial statements, we re-examine the market response to
auditor Section 404(b) attestations that indicate the existence of a material weakness in internal
controls (ICMW). Our analyses reveal that Section 404(b) auditor report dates are preempted by
significant informed trade. Transient institutional shareholders reduce their long equity positions
in firms with forthcoming ICMW news, and this selling is associated with significant negative preannouncement abnormal returns. For ICMW report dates preceded by low informed trading, we
observe a –27 to –29 basis point significant difference in one-day abnormal returns relative to
ICMW report dates preceded by high informed trade. Our findings suggest that investors highly
value external auditor attestation regarding ICFR, and that an event date negative market reaction
for ICMW disclosures is not observable, on average, because informed trading increases the
informativeness of stock prices in advance of the disclosure.
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